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RIL INSTRUMENT APPROACH ANALYSIS  
The analysis involved in the instrument approach study is based on criteria used primarily by FAA Flight 
Procedures Division.  That division is responsible for developing and updating instrument approach 
procedures at civil airports.  The criteria used by the FAA Flight Procedures Division to develop 
instrument approach procedures is contained primarily in: 

FAA Order 8260.3, United States Standard for Terminal Instrument Procedures (TERPS) 

14 CFR Part 97, Standard instrument Procedures   

One source of data that FAA uses to identify objects in the vicinity of airports, when determining the 
minimums for each approach procedure, is provided by the Airport Geographic Information System 
(AGIS). It is a requirement promulgated by the FAA and described in various advisory circulars, in which 
stringent mapping and survey requirements were established as well as a specific review and approval 
process, resulting in detailed mapping of the airspace around airports. Woolpert prepared an AGIS for 
Garfield County Airport in 2010, which was uploaded to FAA, reviewed and accepted.  

When FAA does not have reliable mapping or survey data for areas covered by the imaginary surfaces 
described in TERPS, they frequently apply ‘assumed adverse obstacle’ (AAO), which are points to add 
additional safety margins when developing approach procedures. The FAA has noted there are a number 
of AAOs inserted in the vicinity of RIL, even with the AGIS mapping prepared by Woolpert in 2010.  

 Definitions of the terms used in this report include: 
 AAO – assumed adverse object 
 TERPS – FAA Order 8260.3 
 ILS – Instrument Landing System Precision Approach 
 GPS – Global Positioning System 
 LPV – GPS Instrument Approach Procedure with Vertical Guidance 
 RNP – Instrument Approach Procedure based on Required Navigation Performance 
 LDA - Localizer Type directional Aid Radio Transmitter 
 HAT – Height Above Touchdown – Approach Minimums Above the Runway Threshold 
 IAP – Instrument Approach Procedure 
 IFR – instrument Flight Rules 
 VFR – Visual Flight Rules 
 RNAV – Area Navigation – Non-Precision Instrument Approach Procedures 
 DME – Distance Measuring Equipment 
 LOC – Localizer Transmitter (Lateral Guidance) 
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1.1 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Garfield County Airport has a clearly stated goal of lowering the minimums on the published instrument 
approaches as much as safety and FAA regulations will allow, particularly on the ILS 26 approach.  Fred 
Mitchell, Procedures Specialist, FAA Flight Procedures Division, noted that the relatively high 
minimums on the published instrument approaches to RIL, particularly the ILS 26 approach, were due 
to obstacles in both the TERPS approach and missed approach surfaces. FAA applied safety margins in 
developing the minimums for the instrument approaches by locating ‘Assumed Adverse Objects’ (AAO) 
in a number of locations in the missed and final approach course areas. Some of the AAOs penetrate 
the TERPS imaginary surfaces and are factors in the high minimums.  

Woolpert completed and uploaded AGIS mapping of RIL in 2010 after the runway was reconstructed, 
which was accepted by FAA and NGS, and FAA Flight Procedures has used that data. However, the 
AGIS mapping did not include the FAA TERPS missed approach surfaces. As a result, FAA applied 
safety margins in the form of AAOs in areas not mapped by AGIS.  

FAA Flight Procedures re-examined the objects, and based on information provided by Woolpert 
determined that one object close to the Runway 26 threshold (ID# KIRLTO26) is lower than shown by 
FAA.  FAA has lowered the object height in their database accordingly. FAA said that based on just the 
objects in the final approach course that the HAT on the ILS 26 could be lowered to 200’ above the 
runway threshold elevation (i.e. standard Cat. I ILS minimums). If a MALSR were installed on 26 
(upgraded from the existing ODALS), the visibility minimums on the ILS 26 could also be lowered by 
½ mile. The airport manager noted it would be extremely expensive to install a MALSR on either the 8 
or 26 end of the runway.  

However, there are numerous penetrations to the TERPS missed approach surface, many of which are 
AAOs.  FAA will provide a list of those objects (ID, lat/long coordinates, elevation) and Woolpert will 
develop a scope and fee to survey those points.  Woolpert talked with Chuck Youngblood, FAA Flight 
Procedures in Oklahoma City, and Youngblood said that if Woolpert surveys the points in the missed 
approach surface and documents that they are not there or lower than FAA assumes, that FAA will re-
examine and possibly lower the instrument approach minimums.  

FAA said that installation of a Localizer Type Directional Aid (LDA) transmitter in the missed approach 
area of the ILS 26, as recommended previously, may help lower the ILS 26 approach minimums, but 
FAA had not determined the optimum location of the transmitter, and had not confirmed what specific 
benefit (reduced minimums) would be derived by installation of an LDA transmitter. RIL Airport would 
be responsible for the transmitters cost and maintenance.  
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FOLLOW-ON ACTION ITEMS TO BE COMPLETED AS OF MARCH 2015: 
1. Fred Mitchell, Senior Specialist, FAA ATO Western Service Center, Flight Procedures Team, 

AJV-W24, will provide a map showing the objects (both surveyed and AAOs) penetrating the 
40:1 missed approach surface to the ILS 26 approach, with object ID#, latitude/longitude 
coordinates, and elevations. 

2. Fred Mitchell, FAA, will determine what benefits in terms of lower approach minimums would 
be derived from installing an LDA transmitter in the missed approach area to the ILS 26, and 
where the optimum location of the LDA antenna should be.  

3. Dave Kuxhausen, Woolpert, will develop a scope, fee, and schedule to survey the points 
identified by Fred in the 40:1 missed approach surface. Woolpert will submit the survey data to 
FAA Flight Procedures (Fred Mitchell in Renton, WA and Chuck Youngblood Oklahoma City), 
as well as to RIL Airport. 

4. RIL Airport will review the input from FAA and Woolpert’s scope and fee, and decide whether 
to proceed with the survey efforts. 

5. Once FAA Flight Procedures has the new survey data they will re-examine the approach 
minimums and publish revised procedures with lower minimums. FAA will coordinate with 
Brian Condie, Airport Manager, on their procedure review and update process.  

6. No specific time frame has been agreed to by FAA to provide the information to RIL.  The 
follow-on actions listed above will be funded and undertaken separately from the Airport Master 
Plan. The potential funding sources, project milestones, and implementation schedules are to be 
determined.  
 

1.2 BACKGROUND 
Rifle Garfield County Airport (FAA identifier = RIL) is situated in a valley in the Western Slopes 
Region of Colorado. RIL Airport serves as a major transportation link for the County, including a 
primary means of access for skiers and visitors to the County.  

The Airport underwent major improvements in 2010, including realigning Runway 8/26, expanding 
other airport facilities, and adding navigational instruments to better serve existing and future aircraft. 

The FAA has published a number of instrument approach procedures (IAP) to both Runway 8 and 26 
at the airport.  The IAPs are used by general aviation and corporate aircraft, the airlines, as well as by 
military aircraft. The IAPs are an essential component of RIL’s ability to serve its role as a commercial 
service airport and transportation hub for the county.  RIL also serves as an alternate for airlines and 
corporate aircraft operators when they are unable to land at Aspen (ASE), Eagle County (EGE), and 
Grand Junction (GJT) Airports due to local weather conditions.    
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The existing IAPs, however, and in particular the ILS 26 precision approach, have relatively high 
approach minimums (minimum descent altitudes and visibility), which significantly limits the ability to 
land at RIL during periods of poor weather.  The commercial operators in particular, including air 
taxi/charters operating under 14 CFR Part 135 and air carriers operating under 14 CFR Part 121, have 
very stringent requirements in terms of weather conditions and instrument approach minimums. The 
high instrument approach minimums and regulatory requirements that limit access to RIL in turn 
directly affect the economy of the county, as well as RIL’s ability to serve its role as a transportation 
hub.  

1.3 STUDY GOALS 
RIL has set a specific goal of lowering the minimums on the published instrument approaches to the 
airport, in particular the ILS precision approach to Runway 26.   

Specific goals and objectives of the project include: 

 To the extent possible, lower the published minimums on each of the instrument approaches to 
RIL, with a particular emphasis on the ILS 26 approach.  

 Coordinate with FAA Flight Procedures Division in reviewing and updating the instrument 
approach procedures.  

 Identify any updates to the electronic mapping and/or survey necessary for FAA to identify 
critical objects and lower the instrument approach minimums.   

 Provide a detailed plan for moving forward, including the roles and responsibilities of the 
various parties involved.  

1.4 AIRPORT INFORMATION 
Rifle Garfield County Airport is located in the City of Rifle, Colorado, and is classified by the FAA as a 
general aviation (GA) airport.  RIL accommodates both civilian and military aircraft, up to FAA’s 
Airport Reference Code (ARC) D-III - aircraft with wingspans up to but less than 118’.  Runway 8/26 is 
7,000’ x 100’, with a full parallel taxiway.   

There is a localizer and glide slope antenna on the airport as part of the ILS 26 approach, a very high 
frequency omni-directional radio (VOR) transmitter situated on the airport, and an omni-directional 
approach light system (ODALS) to Runway 26. There are also high intensity runway lights (HIRLs) on 
8/26.  
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FIGURE 1-1 

 
Sources: Jviation Inc. and Rifle Garfield County Air 

1.5 EXISTING AIRSPACE AND INSTRUMENT APPROACH PROCEDURES 
There is no air traffic control tower at RIL, as is the situation at the majority of public-use airports in 
Colorado. RIL Airport is situated in Class E airspace. There is an extension of the Class E airspace to 
the east to encompass a portion of the final approach course f the ILS Runway 26 approach. Pilots self 
announce their position and intentions on the Common Traffic Advisory Frequency (CTAF), also 
known as the unicom frequency, on 122.8 MHz.   

Pilots are not required to contact Denver Centerr  when taking off and landing at RIL when the weather 
conditions are 3 miles visibility or greater, and clouds are at 1,000’ AGL or higher. When weather 
conditions are lower than that, then a clearance from FAA air traffic is required to operate within Class 
E airspace (shown as dashed red lines around RIL – Fig. 1-2).   All of the air carrier and the large 
majority of air taxi operations are conducted under instrument flight rules (IFR), and those aircraft are 
therefore in contact with, and operating under a clearance from Denver Center.    

         
1 Denver Center is the FAA air traffic control facility responsible for the airspace over RIL 
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FIGURE 1-2 – RIL AIRSPACE 

 
Sources: Sectional Aeronautical Chart, Airnav.com 

WIDE AREA MULTILATERATION (WAM) AIRCRAFT SURVEILLANCE SYSTEM 

FAA’s Denver Center provides air traffic control services (flight following, radar vectoring, etc.) for 
aircraft arriving and departing RIL. However, due to the limitations of conventional radar and 
communications systems, Denver Center cannot provide ATC Services to aircraft on or near the ground 
at RIL. 

Because radar signals and most aircraft communications operate on very high frequency (VHF) and are 
therefore require adequate line-of-sight, radar and communications signals are frequently blocked by the 
mountains. As a result, airspace capacity is severely reduced because FAA’s Denver Center cannot ‘see’ 
on radar, or talk directly to, arriving or departing aircraft below certain altitudes. As a result, the Center 
applies very conservative (i.e. large) separation standards between aircraft, particularly during periods of 
poor (instrument – IFR) weather. The FAA noted that the normal ‘acceptance rate’ of aircraft at those 
airports is approximately 12 to 17 flights per hour, which is reduced to approximately 4 flights per hour 
due to the radar and communications limitations. That is a reduction in hourly airspace capacity of 67% 
to 76%.     

In the fall of 2013, the FAA implemented a new aircraft monitoring/tracking system known as Wide 
Area Multilateration (WAM) technology (see Appendix B in this report). First deployed by the FAA in 
Alaska, Colorado DOT and FAA recently installed WAM along the Western slope of the Rocky 
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Mountains in an effort to overcome the inherent line-of-sight limitations of traditional radar and high 
frequency communications, particularly for aircraft arriving and departing from:  

 Garfield County-Rifle (RIL) 
 Gunnison (GUC) 
 Aspen (ASE) 
 Montrose (MTJ) 
 Telluride (TEX) 
 Durango-LaPlata (DRO) 
 Steamboat Springs (SBS) 
 Craig (CAG) 
 Hayden (HDN)   

The WAM technology receives signals from transponders on individual aircraft, and by analyzing those 
signals is able to accurately identify the location and trajectory of each aircraft, thereby allowing air 
traffic controllers to provide similar services as if the aircraft were in radar contact.  As a result, airspace 
capacity (i.e. the rate of arrivals and departures) at each of the airports, including RIL, has been 
increased with the WAM technology.   

INSTRUMENT APPROACH PROCEDURES 

The FAA has published a number sand variety of instrument approaches to both Runway 8 and 26 
(Table 1-1).  Both runway ends have vertically guided and lateral-only approach procedures. There is no 
approach light system to Runway 8, so the lowest visibility minimums allowed is one mile. There is an 
ODALS on 26, but no visibility credits are applied.  

The lowest approach minimums were developed for the RNAV (area navigation) RNP (required 
navigation performance) 0.10 Approach to Runway 8 (250’ decision altitude and 1 mile visibility).  
However, special authorization for both the aircraft and flight crew is required from FAA in order to fly 
RNP approaches, and most air carriers and small GA aircraft are not certified to fly those particular 
approaches.  Although a number of corporate and air taxi aircraft and flight crews are certified to fly 
RNP approaches, it is not known how many aircraft and flight crews have been certified, or what 
percent of total aircraft that fly into RIL have the authorization to use RNP procedures.   
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TABLE 1-1  RIL INSTRUMENT APPROACHES AND MINIMUMS 
Runway 8 - Approach Lowest Minimums Decision Height (feet-A TDZE) 

RNAV (GPS) Y - LNAV 7420’ – 1 ¼ mile 1922’ 
RNAV (RNP) Z* 
      RNP 0.10 
      RNP 0.30 

 
5748’ – 1 mile 
6391’ – 3 miles 

 
250’ 
893’ 

Runway 26 - Approach Lowest Minimums Decision Height (feet-A TDZE) 
ILS ** 6800’ – 4 miles 1,263’ 
RNAV (GPS) W - LNAV 7180’ – 1 ¼ mile 1,643’ 
RNAV (GPS) X - LPV 6,300’ – 2 ¼ mile 763’ 
RNAV (RNP) Y* 

RNP 0.30 
 

6,387’ – 2 ½ mile 
850’ 

RNAV (RNP) Z*  
      RNP 0.10 
      RNP 0.30 

 
5,955’ – 1 mile 

6,387’ - 2 ½ mile 

 
418’ 
850’ 

Circle To Land Lowest Minimums Decision Height (feet-AGL) 
LOC/DME-A 7780’ – 1 ¾ mile 2,243’ 
VOR/DME-C 7360’ – 1 ¼ mile  1,823’ 

* Requires FAA authorization and aircraft certification  
** FAA Note on Approach Chart: “Missed approach requires a minimum climb of 355 feet per NM to 10,400’; if unable to meet climb gradient, see 
LOC/DME-A” 
Source: FAA Aeronautical Information Services, 
http://www.faa.gov/air_traffic/flight_info/aeronav/digital_products/dtpp/search/results/?cycle=1503&ident=ril  

In addition to the instrument approaches, FAA has also published instrument departure procedures for 
aircraft departing under instrument flight rules (IFR) from RIL.  See Appendix A for the instrument 
approach charts as well as departure procedures. Separate departure procedures were developed for 
Runway 8 and 26.  

When FAA Flight Procedures Division (AJW) creates instrument approach procedures, they use the 
criteria specified in FAA Order 8260.3, United States Standard for Terminal Instrument Procedures (TERPS). 
They also utilize 14 CFR Part 97, Standard instrument Procedures.  Subpart C of Part 97 states in part: 
“Standard instrument approach procedures and associated supporting data adopted by the FAA are 
documented on FAA Forms 8260-3, 8260-4, 8260-5 (Appendix C). Takeoff minimums and obstacle 
departure procedures (ODPs) are documented on FAA Form 8260-15A.”   

FAA Flight Procedures also utilizes 14 CFR Part 25, Airworthiness Standards: Transport Category Airplanes, 
in order to determine certain vertical obstacle clearance requirements based on climb performance 
required of transport category aircraft, including one-engine inoperative  (OEI) performance standards. 
Based on that criteria FAA has developed obstacle evaluation (OE) standards for instrument departures 
(see Appendix D for some of the OE surfaces considered by FAA).   Penetrations to the departure 
surfaces impact instrument approach minimums as do penetrations to the TERPS approach surfaces. In 
fact at some airports penetrations to departure surfaces may impact approach minimums more than 
penetrations to the approach surfaces.  
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For example, FAA inserted a note on the ILS 26 approach chart stating that if aircraft are unable to 
meet the minimum climb gradient of 355’ per NM up to 10,400’ MSL on the missed approach, then 
aircraft must use the LOC/DME-A approach procedure, with significantly higher approach minimums.   

AGIS MAPPING 

FAA requires that airports participate in their Airport Geographic Information System (AGIS) program, 
particularly when they are preparing airport master plans.  AGIS is a mapping program described in 
various advisory circulars that result in a detailed survey of specific areas around airports. The survey 
data is uploaded onto FAA’s web site, and it is reviewed and approved by the FAA and the National 
Geodetic Survey (NGS).  After the AGIS mapping has been approved by FAA and NGS, it is used by 
FAA Flight Procedures Division to review the existing instrument approach procedures, as well as used 
as the data base for developing future instrument approaches.  RIL completed AGIS mapping in 2010 
after the runway was reconstructed. The AGIS mapping was prepared by Woolpert, Inc., and it was 
uploaded onto FAA’s website, reviewed and approved by FAA and NGS.   

ASSUMED ADVERSE OBSTACLES (AAO)

However, AGIS mapping standards do not require surveying the missed approach surfaces as defined in 
TERPS.  As a result, even with approved AGIS mapping there are areas underlying the imaginary 
surfaces defined in TERPS that are not surveyed. In those un-surveyed areas FAA assumes that there are 
obstacles of various elevations, up to 199’ above ground level (AGL). Those objects are known as 
‘Assumed Adverse Objects (AAO)’.  AAOs are applied as safety margins by the FAA to ensure adequate 
clearances for the OE surfaces.  As a result, when FAA identifies penetrations to the imaginary surfaces 
by either surveyed objects or AAOs, they apply penalties to the approach minimums to ensure adequate 
clearances for arriving and departing aircraft.  As noted below, the FAA has applied a number of AAOs 
in the vicinity of RIL, and that have a direct impact on the approach minimums, including the ILS 26 
approach.  

1.6 PREVIOUS RECOMMENDATIONS FOR IAP IMPPROVEMENTS 
The instrument approach procedures at RIL have been studied at different periods previously.  Runway 
8/26 was reconstructed in 2010, and one of the specific goals was to avoid some of the objects that had 
been identified by FAA as penetrations to the TERPS surfaces, thereby lowering the instrument 
approach minimums. However, the approach minimums were not lowered by FAA, in part because of 
AAOs applied under the TERPS approach and departure surfaces. Two subsequent studies examined 
the instrument approach procedures and the minimums, and recommended (see Appendix E for a 
memorandum prepared in May 2012): 

1. Installation of a Localizer Type Directional Aid (LDA) transmitter in the missed approach area 
for approaches to Runway 26. An LDA transmitter would provide more precise guidance than 
the existing VOR used for missed approach procedures, and thereby allow FAA to apply smaller 
departure surfaces and reduce the number of penetrations to OE surfaces. FAA has indicated 
that an LDA may result in lower approach minimums for procedures to Runway 26, including 
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the ILS, but FAA has not stated what the lower minimums would be, nor where the LDA 
antenna should be sited to obtain maximum benefit in the missed approach area. It was also 
determined that the FAA would not pay for the LDA antenna and would not maintain it, both 
of which would be the Airport’s responsibility. It was also noted that development of a new 
departure procedures after the LDA antenna was installed and lower minimums published could 
take as long as 12 months.  

2. Remove the assumed obstacles in the vicinity of the Airport.  It was noted previously that the 
AGIS mapping prepared in 2010 would result in the removal of some of the AAOs in the 
vicinity of RIL and result in lower approach minimums. However, the AGIS survey did not 
include the TERPS missed approach surfaces. As a result FAA continues to use AAOs in those 
areas to apply adequate safety margins in unmapped areas, and the approach minimums were 
not lowered.  

3. Increase the climb gradient on the missed approach to the GPS RNP 0.30 approach to Runway 
26. It was noted that applying the 398’/NM climb gradient to the RNP 0.30 approach could 
result in minima similar to a RNP 0.10 procedure. FAA Subsequently published an RNAV RNP 
0.10 procedure to Runway 26, with approach minimums lower than were anticipated (published 
RNP 0.10 minimums = 418’ DA & 1 mile, vs. anticipated 500’ DA and 1 mile). 

4. Develop a “special” instrument approach procedure similar to those used at Eagle and Aspen 
Airports.  It was noted that development of a “special” procedure requires significant 
coordination with users and the FAA, and RIL Airport would have to assume the cost for the 
development and maintenance of any “special” procedure.  In addition, not all aircraft or flight 
crews would be qualified to fly the “special” procedure.     

1.7 FAA FLIGHT PROCEDURES CURRENT ASSESSMENT OF RIL 
Discussions were held with Fred Mitchell, FAA Flight Procedures Division, in March 2015 to review the 
current instrument approach procedures and minimums at RIL.  Involved in those discussions with 
Fred were Brian Condie, RIL Airport Manager, David Kuxhausen, Woolpert, and Stephen Berardo, 
Jviation.  Notes from the conference call with Fred are attached in Appendix F.   

 Fred noted that there are a number of AAOs in both the approach and departure surfaces to the 
ILS 26 approach, although there are many more AAOs in the 40:1 missed approach surface (see 
Appendix F).  Based on a question from the airport manager, Fred said that if the County had 
an ordinance restricting development in the missed approach area that FAA would not apply 
AAOs.  

 FAA has inserted AAOs in a variety of locations in order to provide adequate safety margins 
because it cannot tell whether there are any objects on top of the hills or not. Some of those 
AAOs do impact the approach minimums on the ILS Runway 26.  
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 Brian said that his goal is to reduce the minimums on the ILS 26 because that is the most widely 
used approach. He said it was the County’s understanding when the runway was reconstructed 
in 2010 that FAA would re-examine the approaches and lower the minimums, but that did not 
happen.  

 Woolpert said that they did not map the missed approach areas as part of their AGIS in 2010 
because it was not required by FAA.  

 Fred said that his records show an obstacle (ID# KRILTO29, elev. 5,553’, shown below) near 
the Runway 26 threshold that is affecting the minimums.  Dave Kuxhausen examined 
Woolpert’s AGIS mapping and determined that object is 28.65’ lower than FAA’s records 
indicate, and wrote a letter to Fred Mitchell, FAA, showing their survey data (see Appendix G 
for Woolpert letter).  Fred Mitchell responded that he lowered the elevation of that object to the 
elevation shown on AGIS, and based on FAA’s new analysis felt that FAA could lower the HAT 
on the ILS 26 to 200’, just based on the objects in the final approach course. He is still looking 
at objects in the missed approach area which affect the approach minimums. 

 Brian Condie noted a tower shown on the ILS 26 approach chart with an elevation of 5,969’ is 
not there. Dave Kuxhausen said that tower is not shown on the AGIS mapping.  Fred said that 
tower was identified by FAA National Flight Data Center (NFDC), but it is not shown in his 
records.  Fred will look at that further and determine if it can be removed from the approach 
chart.  

 A discussion was held about whether Woolpert could survey the AAOs in the missed approach 
and document that the objects are either not there or much lower than FAA records indicate. 
Fred said he would provide a map delineating an area that would need surveying.  Dave said it 
would be much more cost effective to survey specific points (assuming he had the 
latitude/longitude coordinates for each point), rather doing an area survey. 

 Dave Kuxhausen talked with Chuck Youngblood, FAA Flight Procedures, Oklahoma City, to 
confirm that FAA would accept Woolpert’s survey data in the 40:1 missed approach area and re-
examine the instrument approach minimums based on the new survey. Youngblood confirmed 
that FAA would do that.  

 Dave Kuxhausen said Woolpert will provide a cost estimate and schedule to do the survey for 
the AAOs after they have received the spreadsheet from Fred Mitchell.  
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Instrument Approach and Departure Procedures 
 

Source: FAA Aeronautical Information Services 
 

http://www.faa.gov/air_traffic/flight_info/aeronav/digital_products/dtpp/search/results/?cycle=1503&ident=ril  

  



 

 



 
  





 
  



 
  







 
 

 

  



 



 



 
  



 



 
 
 

 
  



 
 
 

 

 

 

 

APPENDIX B 

 

WIDE AREA MULTILATERATION (WAM) 

SURVEILLANCE SYSTEM 

Sources: CDOT and FAA 

 



 

 

  



 

 

  



 

 

  



 

 

  



 

 



 

 



 

 

  



 

 



 

 



 

Air Traffic Control System Complete, Operational at Western 
Colorado Airports 

August 9, 2013 - Statewide Transportation Plan - DENVER, COLORADO - The Colorado Department of 
Transportation (CDOT) Aeronautics Division announced that a Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) Next 
Generation Air Transportation (NextGen) ground and satellite-based air traffic control system that expands radar 
coverage of the airspace serving major western Colorado airports at Gunnison, Telluride, and Durango became 
operational on July 31.  

The new system, utilizing Wide Area Multilateration (WAM) technology, allows air traffic controllers based in 
Longmont, CO, to track and separate flights at the three airports which receive heavy visitor traffic throughout the 
year and especially during ski season due to their proximity to major winter resorts. 

The three airports now join a system previously activated for Montrose (2012) and Rifle/Garfield County, Craig, 
Steamboat Springs, and Hayden (2010). 

“This is great news for aviation safety in Colorado,” noted CDOT Executive Director DDon Hunt.  “This completed 
system will help deliver more on-time flights, reduce fuel consumption, and will help boost tourism and economic 
development.  This system is consistent with the goals of Governor Hickenlooper and CDOT to deliver the most 
efficient and safest transportation system for Colorado.” 

Prior to implementation of the new WAM technology, tracking of flights at these airports was very limited via 
traditional radar and was not possible at altitudes below 17,000 feet.  As a result there were frequent flight delays and 
diversions, especially during bad weather. 

WAM technology works by utilizing a network of sensors deployed around each of the airports which receive and send 
aircraft transponder signals.  System computers immediately analyze the signals, allowing air traffic controllers to 
determine precise aircraft location for the purposes of keeping air traffic safely separated and providing vital flight 
guidance in the event of inclement weather. 

The technology also allows pilots to fly search and rescue missions in weather conditions that would previously have 
kept them grounded and improves their ability to located downed aircraft more quickly.  The system helps reduce 
weather-related flight diversions and delays. 

“CDOT’s Aeronautics Division has been involved with this system for the past eight years,” explained Aeronautics 
Division Director DDavid Gordon.  “This has been a great partnership with the FAA.  The technology which was first 
used in western Colorado is now being installed across the United States to help our aviation system stay safe, on-time, 
and dependable.” 



CDOT’s Aeronautics Division paid for WAM system development, which for the first time is integrated with 
NextGen technologies, at Montrose, Durango, Telluride, and Gunnison.  The (FAA) maintains and operates the 
system. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

What Is Wide Area Multilateration? 

A new surveillance system introduced, called multilateration or Wide Area Multilateration (WAM), is now allowing 
air traffic controllers to track aircraft along the difficult approach to Juneau, Alaska—a mountainous area where radar 
was not possible. 

Multilateration is a surveillance technology that works by employing multiple small remote sensors throughout an area 
to compensate for terrain obstructions, and is another tool the SBS program uses to enhance air traffic surveillance. 
The data from multilateration sensors is fused to determine aircraft position and identification. This data is then 
transmitted to air traffic control for use in providing surveillance separation services. 

Currently, Juneau, Alaska; and several airports in the mountainous regions of Colorado have the first multilateration 
systems. 

COLORADO WIDE AREA MULTILATERATION 

BACKGROUND 

Increases in air traffic have resulted in growing delays and denied service at the Colorado mountain airports, especially 
during bad weather. Instrument meteorological conditions can reduce aircraft acceptance rates for these airports from 
12 to 17 flights per hour, to only four per hour. From November to April each year, the Colorado Department of 
Transportation estimates 75 aircraft per airport, per day, are delayed or diverted, resulting in major revenue loss for 
the state. 

In 2005, the FAA, at the request of the State of Colorado Department of Transportations Division of Aeronautics, 
conducted an analysis of these delays and cancellations. The FAA study determined that the lack of surveillance 
contributed to reduced capacity during instrument meteorological conditions, and identified multilateration as the 
preferred solution for providing surveillance to the Colorado mountain airports. 

 

 



Wide-Area Multilateration (WAM), began initial operations on September 12, 2009 at Denver Center serving the 
Yampa Valley-Hayden, Craig-Moffat, Steamboat Springs and Garfield County Regional-Rifle Airports. The WAM 
capability provide these airports with improved safety, efficiency and capacity by allowing controllers to see aircraft 
that are outside radar coverage saving time and money that would otherwise be lost due to flight delays and 
cancellations or diversions to other airports. 

On December 8, 2009, the FAA approved the next phase of the Colorado Wide Area Multilateration (WAM). The 
phase 2 allows for the development and implementation of air traffic separation services, using Multilateration and 
ADS-B surveillance, for En Route air traffic operations in and out of the following airports:  

Gunnison-Crested Butte Regional (GUC) 
Montrose Regional (MTJ) 
Telluride Regional (TEX) 
Durango-La Plata County (DRO) 

The system will be an ADS-B 1090 Extended Squittter (ES) and Universal Access Transceiver (UAT) surveillance 
system with integrated Multilateration surveillance capabilities. The system will also provide additional ADS-B 
services, including Flight Information Services-Broadcast (FIS-B) and Traffic Information Services-Broadcast (TIS-B) 
services. The Initial Operating Capability (IOC) of the ADS-B and Multilateration services is expected in Montrose 
by June 2012 with other sites operational in March 2013. 

 

 
  



 

 

 

 

APPENDIX C 

 

FAA FORM 8260 

ILS RUNWAY 26, RIL 

 
  



 
 

  



 



 
  



 
 



 
 



 
 



 
 



 
 



 
 



 
 
 
 
 



 



 
 



 
 
 
 

 



 

 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 

 

 

 

APPENDIX D 

 

FAA OBSTACLE EVALUATION REQUIREMENTS 

  



Airport Obstacle Analysis

August 3, 2006

Federal Aviation
Administration 13

One-Engine Inoperative, Vertical (CFR)

35’
V2

VRV1

1500’ AGL
CFR Part 25.111.a

Gross Path (CFR)

Net Path (CFR) 
(Gross - 0.8%)

35’ min

35’ min

Accelerate-stop or
1 Engine take-off distance

Existing
Man-made 
obstacle

Existing
Terrain 
obstacle

Final
Climb

Min 
400’ 
AGL

CFR Take-off Flight Path

FAA OBSTACLE EVALUATION (OE)  
CRITERIA

 
 

 

Airport Obstacle Analysis

August 3, 2006

Federal Aviation
Administration 16

One-Engine Inoperative, Horizontal

ICAO splay

AC splay

4800’

16:1

8:1

3000’ 2000’

Runway

300’ + wing span

32,000’

21,600’

(FAR / AC / ICAO)

CFR

FAA OE CRITERIA

 



Airport Obstacle Analysis

August 3, 2006

Federal Aviation
Administration 17

All-Engines Operating (OE Criteria)
• FAA Order 8260.3b (TERPS)

–Various Horizontal And Vertical 
Protection Surfaces 

– Vertical Surface: 200 Ft/Nm 
>Obstacle Identification Surface 
(OIS, Net Surface) Of 40:1 

–Horizontal Surface Typically ‘Splays’ At A 
15 Deg Angle, Typical Maximum +/- 2 Nm

OBSTRUCTION EVALUATION 
CRITERIA

 

Airport Obstacle Analysis

August 3, 2006

Federal Aviation
Administration 1

OAA: TURNING DEPARTURES

 



Airport Obstacle Analysis

August 3, 2006

Federal Aviation
Administration 32

AREA ANALYSIS METHOD

 

 

 
 

  



 

 

 

 

 

APPENDIX E 

 

MEMORANDUM – RIL INSTURMENT APPROACH INFORMATION 

MAY 7, 2012 

 
  



 

  



 
  



 

  



 

  



 

 

 

 

APPENDIX F 

 

FAA FLIGHT PROCEDURES ASSESSMENT 

RIL INSTURMENT APPROACH INFORMATION 

MARCH, 2015 

  



From: frederick.mitchell@faa.gov [mailto:frederick.mitchell@faa.gov]
Sent: Thursday, March 12, 2015 8:36 AM 
To: Steve Berardo 
Subject: RE: (RIL) Garfield County Regional Airport Obstacle KRILT029 

 
Started looking at the approach yesterday afternoon and this morning.  On the first run, terrain plus a 200’ 
AAO increases the HAT based on final to 1824.  Run 1 (attached) gives the information.  On the Google 
earth snapshot, “HOMER” is the end of the AAO Exempt area, and the obstacles are shown. 
 
For Run 2 (attached), I took the 200’ of the original DAAO obstacles and lowered KRILT029 to 5524.35’, 
and rerunning final, I get a 200’ hat based on final.  The Run 2 graphic shows the AAO Exempt area (dotted 
blue line), where the obstacles are located (circled in red) and I have included a possible obstacle restriction 
area for final (solid blue).  The coordinates for the area are: 
 
AAAAA 393241.74N/1073858.54W 
BBBBB 393041.68N/1073854.32W 
CCCCC 393425.94N/1072646.69W 
DDDDD 392925.77N/1072637.42W 
 
Again, this is only for final.  Will start trying to figure out the missed today.  I am also waiting on phone calls 
from the obstacle team (KRILT029) and criteria folks (use of LDA on missed approach) to be sure that I 
am evaluating everything correctly. 
 
 
Regards, 
Fred 
 
Fred Mitchell 
Senior Specialist 
FAA, ATO Western Service Center 
Flight Procedures Team, AJV-W24 
Email: Frederick.mitchell@faa.gov 
Phone: (425) 917-6722 
FAX: (425) 917-6643 
  



 
 
 
 

 

  



 

  



 

 

 

 

APPENDIX G 

LETTER FROM DAVID KUXHAUSEN, WOOLPERT TO FAA 

RE: OBJECT KRILTO29, RIFLE AIRPORT 

MARCH 5, 2015 

 
  



 

  



 

  



 



 

 


